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Abstract: Skyline queries in road networks have received much attention because of their wide applications 

in LBS. Due to the increasing demands for services, skyline queries for moving objects in road networks 

which involve not only static attributes, but also dynamic ones, become more important. This paper studies a 

problem of how to process the continuous skyline query for moving objects in road networks. We propose 

an event-based incremental processing algorithm on the strength of tracking dominant relationships between 

objects with the distances changing and finding the result changing points. Extensive experiments are 

conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, various location-based spatial queries have been proposed and researched, such as range 

queries, nearest neighbor queries [1], skyline queries [2] and so on. Skyline query is a kind of a kind of 

multi-criterion query. It retrieves the data objects which are not dominated by any other object. The skyline 

query in road networks involves both non-spatial attributes and the spatial ones, which fuels the demands of 

location-based applications, like traffic controlling, medical aiding, and advertising recommending. 

The existing researches on skyline queries in road networks [3] mainly work on static objects, which have 

fixed locations in road networks. For example, users can check a skyline query to find out hotels nearby with 

cheaper price and more stars from many hotels. In this query, the distance between user and hotel is considered 

as a spatial attribute and the fixed price and stars are considered as non-spatial attributes. 

However, dynamic traffic data bring challenges to the existing processing methods on static datasets. 

Many applications today begin to focus on moving objects in road networks. As an example shown in Fig.1, 

a man stands by the roadside waiting for a taxi nearby to serve him. In this scenario, we need to consider 

vehicle performance, driver’s experience, user evaluation and the distance from him. In Fig.1, the taxis in 

solid line boxes 1 2 5, ,...o o o show the locations of them at time 1t and the ones in dotted boxes 1' 2' 5', ,...oo o are 

corresponding to their locations 30 seconds later. Considering their locations and non-spatial attributes 

listed in Table 1, the skyline result set is 1 5{ , }o o at time 1t ，and changes to 1 2 3 5{ , , , }oo oo 30 seconds later. 

The distances from user to the taxis constantly change over time since the taxis are moving objects, and the 

skyline for the taxis is also changing. If we process the continuous skyline query for moving objects with 

repetitively snapshot queries, it will incur extremely high cost. 
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Table 1. Non-Spatial Attributes of Taxis 

Taxi 1o  2o  3o  4o  5o  

Performance 9 7 8 6 8 

Driver’s Experience 5 9 5 4 11 

User Evaluation 9.4 8.9 9.2 9.0 9.0 
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Fig. 1. Taxis’ locations in a road network. 
 

To solve the above issue, we study the continuous skyline query for moving objects in road networks and 

propose an efficient processing algorithm in this paper. We established explicit data models for items in the 

network environment and analyze the connection between distances of objects and their dominance 

relationships to find out the time points when the skyline result will change. Then we propose an 

event-based incremental algorithm to process the continuous skyline query for moving objects in road 

networks based on our models. 

2. Related Work 

The skyline query was first introduced by Borzonyi et al. as an operator in a relational database [4]. Two 

algorithms: Block-Nested-Loops (BNL) and Divide- and-Conquer (D&C) were proposed and laid a foundation 

of skyline query processing. After that, a lot of scholars devoted to the researches on skyline queries, and 

successively put forward many variants of skyline query and corresponding efficient algorithms [5]-[7]. 

Deng et al. extended spatial skyline [8] to road network environment and studied the problem of 

multi-source skyline query (MSQ) processing in road networks [3]. They considered the distances 

from m query points to the object as its m dimensional attributes and proposed three pruning-based 

algorithms. Md. et al. studied a problem of k dominant skyline for high dimensional space with a domination 

power index [9]. Huang et al. studied two variants of skyline query: continuous d -skyline query ( εCd -SQ ) 

and continuous k nearest neighbor skyline query ( CKnn-SQ ) [10]. They preferred the skyline points which 

were closer to the query point. Lin et al. studied the range-based skyline query in mobile environments for 

the reason of privacy protecting and the limited precision of positioning devices [11]. They put forward two 

algorithms: the index-base I-SKY algorithm and the non-index-based N-SKY algorithm. Mohammad et al. 

studied the skyline query for spatial objects by utilizing surrounding objects [12]. Cheema et al. studied a 

problem of monitoring a moving skyline query and proposed a safe zone based approach [13]. 

The studies mentioned above which focused on skyline queries over static datasets in road networks 

can’t satisfy the increasing demands for location-based services. The collected data involving both static 

attributes and dynamic ones made the skyline queries for moving objects get more attention. Huang et al. 

did the first work on continuous skyline query in mobile environment and proposed the corresponding 
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solution [14]. Tian et al. studied continuous monitoring skyline query over highly dynamic moving objects 

[15]. They divided the data space into influence region and free region. When some data changed, they 

updated the influence region and the skyline results dynamically. Later, Chen et al. [16] and Ding et al. [17] 

also did some researches on skyline queries for moving objects. However, these existing studies considered 

objects moving in a free space of 2 or more dimensions, or preset the objects with constant speeds on each 

dimension. Algorithms on these kinds of scenario assumption can’t apply to the limited road networks. The 

directions and speeds of objects change constantly when they are moving along the roads. So a skyline 

query processing for such a set of moving objects will be more complex. 

3. Skyline for Moving Objects 

3.1. Problem Definition 

Continuous queries for moving objects have extensive applications in LBS. In order to deal with the result 

changing, finding the changing points and updating the result will be more effective than snapshot 

processing in every timestamp. Before we describe the query processing in detail, we give the formal 

definition of this problem. 

In this paper, we consider the query point q as a static point and the data set O as a set of moving objects 

in a road network. Each object i 1 2 no =<s ,s ...s ...s >m  in O has m static non-spatial attributes and n- m dynamic 

spatial ones. We consider the distance from query point as the only spatial attribute in this paper. For 

instance, in Fig. 1, the vehicle performance, driver’s experience and the user evaluation are static 

non-spatial attributes because they are invariant. And the distance from query point varying continuously 

belongs to dynamic attribute.  

Definition 1 (road-dominance). Given a query point q and two moving objects o 、 'o O , we say o  

road-dominates 'o if they met the following two conditions, and denote it as 'qo o . 

1) For  1 i m ,   ' ', . o. , . o.i i i ii o s s i o s s  , it means o non-spatially dominates 'o , denoted as 'nso o ; 

2)  '( , ) ( ,o )d q o d q , where ( , )d q o and '( ,o )d q represent the road distances of o and 'o from the query point q, 

respectively. 

Skyline query for moving objects in road networks retrieves a subset of objects which are not 

road-dominated by any other object in O . It can be formally descripted as an object o belongs to the result 

set if and only if there is no any object 'o O , s.t. ' nso o  and '( ,o ) ( , )d q d q o . 

Because of the locations of moving objects in the road network are changing with time, their distances from 

the static query point are also changing. A continuous skyline query for moving objects in the road network will 

retrieve the skyline objects constantly, referred as a MSkyline query for short.   

3.2. The Change of Skyline for Moving Objects 

According to the description in previous section, we know the MSkyline query involves both static 

non-spatial attributes and the dynamic distance. Some objects keep in the result set no matter where they 

are, and the others may enter or leave the result set with the distances changing. In this section, we will 

analyze the reasons which make skyline change to find the result changing points. 

Theorem 1. For a moving object o O , if o can’t be non-spatially dominated by any other object in O, we 

say it is non-spatial dominator set ( )nsDom o . Then it will keep in the MSkyline result set, which is 

denoted as MSK for short.  

Objects satisfying theorem 1. have outstanding non-spatial attributes which make them not 

road-dominated by others. We say these objects are fixed MSkyline objects, denoted them as permanent 

MSkyline set nsMSK . Other objects belong to the candidate set  cand nsOO MSK . 
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Theorem 2. For a moving object  cando O , whose ( )nsD oom , if o is closer to q than any 

other ' ( )nsDomo o , it will belong to the MSkyline result set MSK . 
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Fig. 2. Example of distance relationships. 
 

Obviously, the distance relationships varying with the objects’ moving may cause the MSK change. As an 

example of distance relationships shown in Fig. 2, three objects are moving with a constant distance 

relationship before time 1t and the MSK remains same during the time interval 1( , )st t . An intersection 

1 2 1( , , )o o t  happens at time 1t when the distance relationship between 1o and 2o changes 

from 1 2( , ) ( ,o )d q o d q to 2 1( , ) ( ,o )d q o d q . It may cause the object 1o in MSK to leave after time 1t , or the 

object 2o not in MSK to enter in. We analyze the following three possible cases to determine whether a 

distance intersection can make the MSK change. 

Case 1:   21 12( ) ( )ns nso Dom o om oDo  

In this case, if there is no non-spatial dominance between 1o and 2o , there will be no road-dominance 

either. The distance relationship between 1o and 2o will never affect the MSK . 

Case 2:   21 12( ) ( )ns nso Dom o om oDo  

In this case, 1 2nso o and 1 2( , ) ( ,o )d q o d q  Before time 1t . It means 1o road-dominates 2o which 

makes 2o not belong to the MSK . When it arrives to time 1t , their distance relationship changes 

to 2 1( , ) ( ,o )d q o d q . It makes 2o not be road-dominated by 1o any more. If there is no other object 

in 2( )nsD oom  road-dominate 2o , 2o will enter the MSK after time 1t . 

Case 3:   12 21( ) ( )ns nso Dom o om oDo  

In this case, the non-spatial dominant relationship between 1o  and 2o  is 2 1nso o . When it arrives to 

time 1t , their distance relationship changes to 2 1( , ) ( ,o )d q o d q . It makes 2o begin to road-dominate 1o . 

If 1o belongs to the MSK before time 1t , it will leave. Otherwise, it will remain not in after time 1t . 

4. An Event-Based Algorithm for MSyline 

4.1. Data Model 

To clarify the problem we study, we formally define the road network as an undirected weighted 

graph G(V, E, W) . It consists of a set of nodes V and a set of edges E which correspond to the road 

intersections and the road segments, respectively. The lengths of the edges are stored in W . In addition, 

each edge also contains the following attributes shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. The Attributes of an Edge 

Attributes Descriptions 

rid The identity of the road it belongs to 

eid The edge identity 

length The length of the edge 

ns The starting node of the edge 

ne The ending node of the edge 

 

To simplify the problem, we assume the query point as a static point in the road network and represent it 

as a Trituple =( )sq qid,eid,dis whereqid is the identity of q, eid is the identity of the edge which q resides on, 

and sdis is the distance between q and the starting node sn of the edge. We consider a set of objects moving 

in the road network. The relevant attributes of moving objects are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The Attributes of a Moving Object 

Attributes Descriptions 

oid The object identity 

eid The identity of the edge it residing on 

diss 
The distance between the object and the ns of the 

edge it residing on 

v The moving speed of it 

tu The nearest update time 

tnext The time it expected to reach the next node 

 

We have the location information ( , )seid dis  and the speed v of the object at update time ut . A 

positive v value indicates the object moves with the direction from sn to en on the edge, and a 

negative v value indicates it moves with the opposite direction. In addition, we use a vector ( )nsDom o to 

manage the non-spatial dominators for each object o, with a tag _ dNum Dom recording the number of the 

objects which are closer to q than the o bject o in ( )nsDom o . 

4.2. Road Network Distance 

In order to deal with the continuous skyline query, the road distances between moving objects and the 

query point need to be constantly calculated. Although the Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used to calculate 

distance between any two points in the network effectively, the constantly calculating with Dijkstra’s 

algorithm will also bring enormous cost. For this reason, we design an optimize distance calculation 

method in road networks, which can greatly reduce the cost of constantly calculation. 

The precomputed shortest distances between every two nodes in and jn in the road network is denoted as 

( , )i jd n n  and stored in a distance matrix SD . The value of ( , )i jd n n  in SD  can be used to promote the 

distance calculation between two objects on the edges linked with in  and jn . 

 

q
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Fig. 3. Two cases of the locations between q and o . 
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Given a query point q and a moving object o , the distance between them at time t , denoted as ( , )td q o , 

can be calculated by our method with two cases shown in Fig. 3 based on their locations. 

In the first case, they reside on the same edge ie , and o moves with the speed of v . We can calculate the 

distance between them by formula (1) as follows. The distance ( , )td q o obtained by the formula(1) is valid 

as long as o is moving on ie , and ensured changing in the range of[0, ].ie length . 

    ( , ) | . ( . . ( . ))|t us sdis dd q o q o o v oti ts                              (1) 

In the second case, they reside on different edges ie and je . Since each edge has two nodes, the start 

node sn and the end node en , the distance ( , )td q o containing 3 parts can be calculated by formula (2), 

where ( . , . )s sd q n o n , ( . , . )s ed q n o n , ( . , . )e sd q n o n and ( . , . )e ed q n o n have been stored in SD . 
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Obviously, the distance ( , )td q o obtained by formula (2) keeps in the range of min min[ ( , ), ( ., ) ]j j je e e lend d q gthq  

when o is moving on je . Here min( , )jd q e refers to the distance along the shortest path from q to ie . Similar 

to the first case, when the object o reaches the next node and move to another edge, the distance function 

will become invalid and need to be recalculated. 

4.3. The Algorithm 

Given a query point q and a time interval T , the MSkyline query will return the continuous skyline set 

for a set of moving objects O in the road network during the time period 0 0[ , ]t t T . We propose an 

event-based algorithm _E MSKY by tracking the valid events which will cause the MSK change. For example, 

as shown in Fig.2, the distance intersection 1 2 1( , , )o o t  at time 1t may change the dominant relationship 

between 1o and 2o . We call this intersection an event. An event on io and jo at time xt is denoted 

as  ( , ) , ,i j i j xevent o o o o t . According to the analysis in section 3.2, not all distance intersections can bring 

change to the MSK . Therefore, we can use the following two pruning strategies to cut down the event set.  

Pruning strategy 1: If there is no non-spatial dominance between io and jo , that is 

  ( ) ( )ji ns j inso Dom o om oDo , the ,o ,i j xevent o t is invalid to change the MSK , which can be pruned off.  

Proof It is known that the static non-spatial attributes of io and jo have no dominant relationship. No 

matter where they are moving in the road network, they can’t road-dominate each other. The distance 

intersection between them can’t cause any change to the MSK . 

Pruning strategy 2: If  .x i nextt o t or  .x j nextt o t , where .i nexto t and .j nexto t are the expected time io and jo will 

reach the next node, the ,o ,i j xevent o t is a wrong event which can be pruned off. 

Proof Because of  .x i nextt o t  or  .x j nextt o t , which means the object io  or jo  will reach the node and 

the distance function of io or jo will has changed at time xt , the ,o ,i j xevent o t based on the previous 

distance function no longer exists. 

In order to track the events accurately, we use a time queue tQ to store the times when moving objects 

will reach the next node and an event queue eQ to store the valid events in the order of the trigger time xt . 

In the _E MSKY algorithm, we firstly divide the time interval 0 0[ , ]t t T  into many continuous and disjoint 
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subintervals 1 1 2 2([ , ],[ , ],...[ , ])s e s e sn ent t t t t t based on the time points in tQ . Then trigger the events in these 

subintervals sequentially and update the result set MSK .We show the detailed query processing in 

algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm1. E_MSKY  

Input：query point q , moving object set O and a query time interval 

0 0[ , ]t t T  

Output：The MSkyline query result MSKYL  

// Initialization  

1. for each o O        

2.    compute ( )nsDom o  

3.    if ( )nsDom o then 

4.       insert the entry  ( ), ,o into MSKYL  

5.    else 

6.       insert o into candO  

7. end for 

//Create the events queue eQ  

8. for each  ni ca do O       

9.    for each  ( )j n iso om oD  

10.       ifj ,s.t. 0 0( , ) ( , )t i t jd q o d q o  Then 

11.          insert the entry 0 ), ,( io t into MSKYL  

12.       compute the intersection time xt of each event 

13.       if   . .x i next x j nextt o t t o t  

14.          enqueue ,o ,i j xo t  into eQ  

15.    end for 

16. end for 

//Continuous query 

17. while  0t t T      

18.     pick time interval [ , ]sk ekt t based on nextt in tQ  

19.     handleEvents( ,[ , ]sk ekq t t )     // Algorithm 2 

20.     add new nextt to tQ and new events to eQ  

21. end while 

22. return MSKYL  

 

The initialization is the first step in _E MSKY algorithm. Only considering the static non-spatial attributes, we can 

determine the non-spatial dominator set ( )nsDom o for every object o (line2), and distinguish the fixed MSkyline 

objects nsMSK which always belong to the result set (lines3-6).We implement the result set MSK with a structure 

of linked list MSKYL . Each node in MSKYL stores a Mskyline object and its entering and leaving time. All the 

initial Mskyline objects in addition to the fixed ones are added to MSKYL with the entering time 

0t (lines10-11). Then, the event queue eQ is initialized(lines13-14). After that, we divide the query time 

interval and handle the events during each subinterval sequentially(lines18-19). After each subinterval, 

there are some new time points and new events should be added to tQ and eQ (line20). 

The events handling in each subinterval[ , ]s et t  is presented as algorithm handleEvents in Algorithm 2. 

For a valid event ,o ,i j xe o t in eQ , in the case of  ( )i n jso om oD , we update the tag _ dNum Dom of object jo . 

If there is no other object in ( )ns jD m oo closer to q than object jo , add jo to MSKYL with the entering time 
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. xe t (lines3-6). In the other case of  ( )j n iso om oD , we update the tag _ dNum Dom of object io . If io was a 

MSkyline point at the moment before time . xe t , update the corresponding node in MSKYL of io with the leaving 

time . xe t (lines7-10). 

 

Algorithm 2. handleEvents( ,[ , ]s eq t t ) 

Input：query point q , event queue eQ and subinterval [ , ]s et t  

Output： The update of MSKYL in[ , ]s et t  

1.  . ()ee Q erase  

2. While( . x ee t t ) 

3.     if  ( )i n jso om oD then 

4.         _.j dNum Domo -- 

5.         if _. 0j dNum Domo then 

6.            insert the entry , . ),( j xo e t into MSKYL  

7.     else if  ( )j n iso om oD  

8.        _.i dNum Domo ++ 

9.         if _. 1i dNum Domo then 

10.            update the entry of io in MSKYL to ,( ), .i si xo t e t  

11.      . ()ee Q erase  

12. end while 

 

5. Experimental Evaluation 

In our experiments, we consider a real network of Oldenburg in Germany [19], which contains 7035 road 

segments within the space territory of 23572m 26915m. We use a generator extracted from [18] to generate 

moving objects in the road network. The relevant parameter settings are shown in Table 4, the speed and the 

static attributes of objects randomly determined in the given ranges. 

 

Table 4. Parameters Setting 

Parameter Range 

Dataset cardinality 20K, 40K, 60K, 80K, 100K 

Dimensionality of non-spatial attributes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

Range of non-spatial attribute value [0, 500] 

 

Since the continuous skyline query for moving objects studied by Huang et al in [12] is the closest study 

to this paper up to now. Although they assume the objects moving in the Euclidean space with a fixed speed 

in both directions, their algorithm CSQ  also has a strategy for the updating of moving plan which can be 

used when the objects reach the road nodes in our network environment. So we conduct four sets of 

experiments to evaluate the performance of our _E MSKY algorithm in contrast to CSQ algorithm, running 

on Windows 7 operating system with 3.30 GHz CPU and 2.0GB memory. In order to carry out a fair 

comparison, the query point is randomly generated and the queries in a comparison of two algorithms are 

based on the same data sets. What’s more, the result is obtained based on averaging the 100 continuous 

queries for each set of data. 

5.1. Effect of Data Set Cardinality 

This set of experiments uses the data sets of moving objects including 3 non-spatial attributes and a distance 
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attribute. The cardinality ranges from 20K to 100K. As shown in Fig.4, we compare the CPU time and the event 

queue size at any time unit of two algorithms. As shown in Fig.4(b), the _E MSKY has a bigger event queue size 

compared to CSQ , while it outperforms CSQ in the CPU time cost shown as Fig.4(a). That is because the handling 

of each event in _E MSKY is much simpler than the handling in CSQ . 

 
(a) CPU Time                                (b) Event Queue Size 

Fig. 4. Effect of data set cardinality. 
 

5.2. Effect of Non-Spatial Dimensionality 

This set of experiments evaluates the performances on data sets of 50K moving objects with the non-spatial 

dimensionality ranging from 2 to 6. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows that the CPU time cost 

of _E MSKY decreases with the increase of non-spatial dimensionality, which is opposite to CSQ and keeps much 

less than CSQ . The event queue size of _E MSKY shown in Fig. 5(b) is also decreases with the increase of 

non-spatial dimensionality. When more non-spatial dimensionalities of the objects are considered, the possibility 

that an object can non-spatial dominate or be dominated by other objects will decrease, and there will be more 

fixed MSkyline objects and less dominators in nsDom of the candidate objects. This eventually reduces the 

number of events. 

 
(a) CPU Time                                (b) Event Queue Size 

Fig. 5. Effect of non-spatial dimensionality. 
 

5.3. Effect of Non-Spatial Dimensionality 

This set of experiments tests the effect of query time interval. We use a data set of 50K moving objects with 3 

non-spatial attributes. The CPU time change with query time interval is shown in Fig. 6. With the query interval 

length increasing, the CPU time costs of both two algorithms are increasing. Obviously, more objects will reach 

the road nodes and move to another edge during a longer query interval, which will bring more events to handle 
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and more update to the results. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Effect of query time interval. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we focused on a problem of efficient processing of continuous skyline queries for moving objects 

in road networks and proposed an event-based incremental algorithm for it. We fully considered the 

characteristics of the road network and moving objects for modeling and used result turning points to escape 

from snapshot queries. A lot of experiments we conducted and comparison with algorithm CSQ  in [14] have 

verified the superiority of our proposed algorithm. 

In addition, the query point we considered in our problem is a static point, Therefore our future work will still 

focus on the skyline queries for moving objects in road networks, but with a moving query point. 
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